Public Relations Events

Various activities were introduced for Mandela Day, which allowed the JPC team to select an
activity of their personal interest. Other activities included preparation for the new financial

On 14 June 2017, the City Manager joined JPC for a full day at selected projects that displayed

year, collecting books for a library, the knitting of blankets by the organisation and maintaining

the various aspects of the company’s work. The tour started at Martindale at the IOC and

the facilities of organisations in need of this, as identified by the regional managers. Every

proceeded to Jabulani in Soweto. The visit included driving past Bara Central to the Soweto

team member played a part, for instance in the case of the blankets, the staff who did not knit

Empowerment Zone. Other sites included FNB Wesbank Head Office and WorldWear Shopping

generously contributed the wool. The interest generated by this activity was contagious and

Centre, followed by a visit to Riverside View in Diepsloot, a drive past the Cambridge Residential

ideally should carry on beyond the financial year. Fourteen blankets were handed over, as well as

Development, a quick stop at Alex Mall and then a site visit to Huddle Park Golf and Recreation.

books that staff members donated from their own homes and existing collections.
JPC has consistently assisted the community with their core skills and have improved the

Corporate Social Investment (CSI)

facilities of community members and residents who are less fortunate with refurbishments and
maintenance work. A number of facilities benefited from the team spending time at their facilities

This year, the CSI Policy and Strategy were presented to the Board and approved. The main

and making a significant difference.

distinction to the previous strategy is that it has more activities which encourage cohesion among
staff, as well as personal involvement and contribution. The change this year has been that

This will be a gradual change in approach, but a caring JPC is the culture that we continue to

there was a build-up to the day, as opposed to a one-day function. The Santa’s Shoe Box project

strive for through every employee participating voluntarily. Our CSI serves to position JPC as a

generated a lot of interest from all at JPC. Every child who attended the JPC Festive Season Party

company that invests in the well-being of its stakeholders; an engaged citizenry.

left with a gift box. In keeping with the CSI strategy, staff contributions were realised.

City Manager, Dr Ndivhoniswani Lukhwareni and JPC CEO, Helen Botes, Development Tour
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